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University of New Hampshire 
Student Activity Fee Committee  

Agenda October 24th, 2017 
 

I Call to Order 
a. Called to Order at 12:42 
b. Absent were 

II Communications 
a. General Communications 

i. Brett Gagnon: Quarter 2 Stipends are due today 
b. Parker Armstrong – SAF CFO I: The ORF is ~$108,000 remaining. Stipends are due to us 

today. 
c. Abigail Kourafas – SAF CFO II: Regarding stipends, please email them to me. If you are 

not submitting them, please contact me anyway. 
d. Nick LaCourse – SAF Outreach Director: We are planning on putting out the Activity 

Calendar. If you do not get back to me by Friday, your org will not be on the calendar. 
e. Maureen Claussen – SAF Financial Consultant: I am the new SAFFC. 
f. Nate Hastings – Coordinator for Student Leadership: If you have Org member who do 

not know how to use Wildcat Link or other items, we have a training. Text your org 
members and say, “Go to it.” 

g. Jake Adams – SAFC Chair: Stipends are due today by the end of the night. Only a few 
orgs have not gotten them in. The last budgets meeting is this Wednesday in Hamilton 
Smith 140 at 7:00 P.M. You don’t want to miss that, it is exciting and there is a 
mandatory. Student Senate on November 5th. It is mandatory for At-Large Members of 
SAFC. It is also a good idea for the BMs to be there. 

III Executive Summary 
a. CLA – Jessie Doe Hall Haunted House Proposal 

i. Jake: SAFC voted to have Exec vote on this proposal. SAF Exec voted to approve 
it with some amendments. That has been voted on and passed in Exec. 

ii. Elena: There’s no ticket price? 
1. Jake: They are not collecting revenue, they will just be collecting canned 

goods. 
IV Organization Resource Office 

a. Post Programming / Post Conference Report 
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b. Programming / Conference Proposal 
i. CLA – Fairchild Hall International Food Luncheon Proposal 

1. Rep 1: This is an event we put on every year. It happens on November 
17th. It involves cooking dishes from all around the world. Some of the 
bigger expenses include the fact that we had to buy new kitchen 
supplied (e.g., utensils, pots, pans). They will be kept for the future. 
There was an increase for ingredients because we are trying to do more 
dishes as well. 

2. Elena: Why are not all the prices placed over? 
a. Rep 1: It was suggested that we break it down based on each 

item. 
3. Parker: Have you applied to SAFC for this event before? 

a. Rep 1: Yes. 
4. Tori: Have you considered advertising in the Durham Update Email? 

a. Rep 1: No, but we can consider it. 
5. Shannon: How does this differ from the International Student 

Organization’s dinner? 
a. Rep 1: Since Fairchild is an international hall, we just want to 

showcase the culture we have in the dorm. 
6. Parker: Last year you had a revenue proposal of $650, but came in at 

$410. This year you are doing ~$550. 
a. Rep 1: We are expecting to do 10 of the “to-go” options. We 

saw close to 50 non-students in attendance last year, so we are 
taking that into consideration as well. 

7. Parker: Their PPR from last year says they came in only $18 over budget. 
8. Passes with one abstention 

ii. STS Mental Health Solidarity Walk Proposal 
1. Pulled by Author 

iii. TransUNH Lisa Bunker Proposal 
1. Rep 1: What we are proposing is for SAFC help fund the speaker fee for 

our Keynote Speaker for Gender Identity Week. We want to bring up a 
local author to speak on her experiences as a trans adult. 

2. Passes Unanimously 
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iv. UNH AWA Raptor Presentation Proposal 
1. Rep: This year I found this woman through WMUR. She rehabilitates 

raptor birds. We want different presenters to come in this year. It will 
take place in Spaulding G26. Our event is at 7:00. We thought this would 
be a cool event. She usually charges $100/bird, but we got a discount. 
We were not going to charge for this due to its educational nature 

2. Elena: What money is it that you donate? 
a. Rep: We have been doing fundraisers and they go to the main 

event we will have. We want to have a dog fair. The money will 
go to the local ASPCA. 

V Student Activity Fee Organizations 
a. Post Programming / Post Conference Reports 

i. CAB October Comedian PPR 
1. Josh V.: This was a roller coaster. It was a fun event. We had unexpected 

numbers for attendance. We had lower numbers than expected. Our 
non-student numbers were higher than expected. He is a large name, 
considering the contracting fee we got him for. We expect that some 
community members were taking advantage of our lower prices. We 
had some trouble with the hotel. They wanted us to commit to two 
nights. We managed to get out of the second night, but the first night is 
just more expensive. The first and only night was about $440. 

2. Emily: Can you talk about why the price for non-students changed? 
a. Josh V.: I believe $4 is the lowest you can charge for a ticket. 

When the amendment went through, we raised it. We did get 
more revenue than expected for this event due to the large 
amount of non-students 

3. Passes with two nays 
ii. CAB Homecoming PPR 

1. Josh V.: We finally wrapped up our finances for the homecoming 
budget. I need to read a change to the Grounds and Facilities Line. 

a. Change made 
2. Josh V.: We just got the invoice this week for Grounds and Facilities. The 

number was based off last year’s numbers. Discussion of how resources 
were used over the week of Homecoming. We also gave a subsidy for 
those in the parade who requested one. For the scavenger hunt prizes, 
we had fewer than expected. We came under budget. The parade was 
less as well due to having fewer floats than expected. 

3. Elena: Can you speak to the advertising line? 
a. Josh V.: We took advantage of the University Advertising 

programs. This let us spend less than we expected. We spent 
more on swag. It was mostly promotional materials. 
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4. Elena: How did you come to the decision to not have any vendors? 
a. Josh V.: We decided to use that space as more of a promotional 

platform for homecoming. Our first couple of days were low-
key, versus our last days. We decided to go without vendors. 

5. Parker: How did you get to the estimate of the extra 500 students. 
a. Josh V.: The Murkland giveaways were attracting more people 

than we expected. We had several hundred flyers and we 
passed them out individually and passed them all out. That is 
how we determined how many people came. Discussed other 
events in terms of how much of their resources were used 
relating to how they assumed attendance 

6. Krysta: Where did the thunder sticks go? 
a. Josh V.: We gave them to the parade participants. Since they 

are not specific to this year, we are going to use them in the 
future 

7. Elena: It seems that you have a parade that was not attended as well as 
you expected and a bunch of numbers that are off, can you speak to 
how to adjust this for the future? 

a. Josh V.: It’s more that orgs did not request reimbursement. For 
example, the Rowing Team used their own trailer as part of the 
float. For the line items, it came down to the fact that all our 
Exec members are new this year. It was a learning curve. Yes, a 
lot of the line items are off, the numbers are not coming 
unreasonably out of line. Proposing expenses based on last 
year’s events can be kind of detrimental if you want to keep all 
the line items that same 

8. Shannon: We have our concerns, but it has been an issue to find out 
what you are going to do to bring out numbers for the parade. What are 
you doing further? 

a. Josh V.: There was a push over the summer. Exec takes on roles 
as co-chairs for this event due to the size of this event. The 
interest, quite frankly, was not there. It may be because 
organizations are not in “organization mode” over the summer. 
Pushing to get orgs involved is where we dropped the ball. A 
“Unified Campus” was going to be our theme, but that did not 
happen because interest did not occur until a few weeks before 
the parade. It was something that we pushed very hard for this 
year. 

9. Parker: You submitted a preliminary proposal, what were the 
differences between the proposed and the actuals? 

a. Josh V.: The only drastic differences are the funds we got from 
Alumni. They gave us $8,000 in funding for this year 
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10. Brett: As a former CAB Advisor, there were years where I was the only 
person watching the parade. There were years where we considered 
cancelling the parade. For having a September Homecoming, I want to 
applaud CAB for this. 

11. Krysta: As a member of CAB for three years, I think that most of these 
fallbacks are because other orgs are hesitant. For students to be 
throwing on an event of this size is commendable. 

12. Elena: Previously, I think the last year it happened was my freshman 
year. It seemed that having a theme had the ability to bring people 
more to the event. Has that been considered? 

a. Josh V.: Last year was the 150, so it was easy to jump off that. It 
is hard to follow up from 150. It was considered, and our theme 
was originally going to be “Unity Within our Community.” It was 
going to be org themed, but it fell flat because the interest was 
not there. 

13. Nate: one of the biggest changes for this year was how early it was. I 
think, I may be off by a few days, it was only a few days after the 
mandatory org meeting where CAB usually gets the people who are 
interested in participating in Homecoming. I think CAB and several 
departments had the deck stacked against them. Seeing a return to an 
October Homecoming should make thing better in the future. 

14. Passes Unanimously 
iii. DSC – Alliance Tinder Live PPR 

1. Rep: We were underbudget for hospitality. We also got a larger 
attendance than expected.  

2. Auderien: This was sprung on Alliance very last minute, but they did 
everything they were supposed to do. They were very successful. 

3. Josh V.: I was there, and it was as full of a house as you could get in the 
Strafford Room 

4. Passes Unanimously 
iv. MUSO & Alliance Tinder Live PPR 

1. Mellissa: This is what MUSO spend on the event. We gave the Tinder 
Live performer what we proposed, and hospitality came in under 
budget. 

2. Krysta: What is the cost per student with Alliance and MUSO together? 
a. Parker: it is $9.94/student if they are combined 

3. Passed Unanimously 
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v. DSC – MOSAICO Latino Heritage Dinner PPR 
1. Rep: Transportation was the only line we did not foresee, but it was 

only $1 more. 
2. Elena: What do you think was the factor that got 100 more students 

than expected? 
a. Rep: I told teachers about this and they brought all their 

students 
3. Emily C.: This is great PPR coming in. You guys did a great job 
4. Elena: Well done. 
5. Evan: I did not go to this, but the line was impressive. The DSC has been 

doing will this year. 
6. Auderien: I remember when they first proposed they thought the band 

would be more than it is here [$800], but it was lower, and they 
redistributed their budget very well. 

7. Passes Unanimously 
b. Programming / Conference Proposal 

i. CAB March Comedian Proposal 
1. Josh V.: With the fall comedian out of the way, we are taking what we 

learned from the last one and applying it here. Louis Ramey hosted 
Funniest Person on Campus last year and we got request for him to do a 
full show this year. We will not be incurring any additional costs for the 
hotel. He stayed here last year. That charge is set in stone. The rider 
needs are whatever he requests. He has also asked that we cover a meal 
for him. 

2. Parker: Will you be advertising him as the former host of FPoC? 
a. Josh V.: Yes, and we will be linking to some of his content as 

well. We will probably use a QR Code to promote his material 
3. Passes Unanimously 

ii. NHOC Andrew Drummond Proposal 
1. Sarah F.: We want to have Andrew Drummond come in on November 

7th. He hiked all 48 4,000 ft. mountains in six days and we want him to 
come speak to our organization 

2. Josh V.: If you are only expecting 80 for attendance, why is it in the 
GSR? 

a. Nate: It is immediately before Trip Signups. 
b. Sarah F.: This is probably an underestimate 

3. Passes Unanimously 
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iii. NHOC Shirt and Hat Sales Proposal 
1. Sarah F.: This semester we wanted to get merchandise for NHOC that 

everyone can have. All items have our logo on it. A lot of people in the 
club are pushing for this. Sales should be largely at the sign-ups. Only 
the hats will not be there. We also have a leadership page on Facebook 
and we will be posting there to offer them to alumni. We are going to 
modify our order to consider the items we had left over from before. I 
wanted to play it safe since this is a larger merchandise sale than last 
year. 

2. Krysta: Is it common to expect a loss when selling merchandise? 
a. Jake: Yes, that is standard. 

iv. SAF Office Budget Amendment 
1. Jake: The SAF Office worked to find a solution regarding table tents for 

this year. What we found is that we are not spending certain parts of 
our budget. We figured would could put money from the office supplies 
into Committee Operations and Table Tent Expenditures. This will allow 
us to pay for food for late night meetings (e.g., Budgets & Concepts). 

2. Nate: The table tents will also be full color. They will look like 
submissions from years’ past. 

3. Elena: The things you mentioned, would you say you are doing this for 
outreach? 

a. Jake: Yes, this will help relieve any strain that may have been 
created due to us making the Outreach Director position, which 
will require expenditures. 

4. Passes Unanimously 
v. SENA Orientation Proposal 

1. Brennan: The merchandising was taken away from this. We are only 
covering breakfast and lunch. The speakers are the three non-students. 
We are going to have a motivational speaker come in. We will have a 
panel of three former student alumni come in to talk about their 
experiences. 

2. Alexandra: The motion to decide whether to have SAF Senators vote on 
this, did that go through or not? 

a. Brennan: That is removed from this. Her motion did not prohibit 
SAFC Senators from voting on Senate Proposals. This is all set to 
go through from a Judicial Standpoint 

3. Elena: Why didn’t you include the non-students for the Breakfast and 
Lunch Cost per Units? 

a. Brennan: Whoops. 
b. Changed as such 
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4. Krysta: Is there a reason you can’t have something at the dining hall and 
have the event in the MUB? 

a. Brennan: We really want to show that [orientation] is 
important. We also have the guest speakers come in and want 
to show the history and success of the Victory Box since 
students were integral to getting that built. 

5. Krysta: Why does breakfast need to be in there when they could have breakfast 
before then? 

a. Brennan: It is an incentive to get people there. 
6. Nate: I appreciate the scrutiny, but a retreat means to focus on why you are 

supposed to be there. They need the interplay of people getting to know each 
other. 

7. Shannon: With removing the giveaways, the proposal is fine. I think this 
proposal for this year will be alright. Tomorrow night is a better time to discuss 
what Senate should do with their Orientation line [during Budgets & Concepts]. 

8. Josh V.: As a member of Senate Session XXXVIII, Orientation is imperative to 
the operation of Senate. There are going to still be Senators who are not sure 
about the process of Senate, it is imperative to understand what you are there 
to do in Senate. 

9. Elena: I would like to remind people that we need to have elections. It is not 
due to a lag. I am looking forward to this because it allows us to have a 
collective event where we are all together doing something other than Robert’s 
Rules. 

10. Passes with one nay 
vi. WUNH Marathon Fundraiser Proposal 

1. Abby L.: Made amendments to Proposal 
2. Abby L.: Every year we put on a fundraiser. It is 24/7 for a week. Based on the 

amount of money that someone donates, they are eligible for “Premium 
items.” Our polka program is especially popular. Every year we have different 
premium items. This year we are spending $1,160 on fidget spinners and $733 
on travel mugs. We also have general advertising. 

3. Nate: WUNH has done a great job for years. 
4. Parker: Yeah, they did fantastic last year. I wish all events would turn out like 

this 
VI Other Business 

a. Standard Operating Procedures Section Approval 
i. Jake: Discussed the process on which a stipend is withheld 

ii. Parker: This is no significant changes, correct? 
1. Jake: No, it’s largely restructuring. 

iii. Nick L.: Does this reflect the changes made last week? 
1. Jake: Yes. 

iv. Passes Unanimously 
VII Adjournment 

a. Adjourned at 2:00 P.M. 
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Section IV.2: Stipends 

(A) Stipends will be paid by fiscal quarter. Summer stipends are paid out on a bi-weekly basis. 
(B) No stipend will be paid in advance. 
(C) The stipend amounts listed in the budget are the maximum amounts payable for these 

designated positions. 
(D) Officer stipend payments may be withheld at the discretion of the SAFO’s Business Manager, the 

organization’s SAF CFO, or the SAFC Chairperson whenever an organization is judged to be 
negligent in fulfilling proper financial management. The SAF CFO and/or SAFC Chairperson must 
work in conjunction with SAFC Executive Board in order to withhold a stipend. The SAFC 
Executive Board must have a 2/3rd majority vote in favor of withholding the stipend for it to be 
withheld. 

(E) Compensation to individuals who perform less than the full duties of their position may be 
reduced or withheld at the discretion of the organization’s Business Manager, your SAF CFO, or 
the SAFC Chairperson. If the SAF CFO or SAFC Chairperson believes compensation should be 
withheld, they shall bring it to the attention of the rest of the SAFC Executive Board. In order to 
withhold or reduce the compensation amount, the SAFC Executive Board must obtain a 2/3rds 
majority. 

(F) No student may receive more than one stipend from the same organization. 
(G) No officer receiving a stipend may collect honoraria payment for services from the same 

organization.  
(H) SAF Organizations must have all new members fill out stipend paperwork (and additional hiring 

paperwork if applicable) immediately following their selection. 
(I) Stipends can only be paid to full-time matriculated undergraduate students.   
(J) It is the obligation of an organization’s Business Manager to submit stipend paperwork correctly 

and by the given deadlines. Failure to submit stipend paperwork correctly may result in unpaid 
stipends for that organization. 

 
Section IV.3: Hourly Payment 

(A) Hourly payroll is paid on a bi-weekly basis.   
(B) Time sheets may be activated through the SAF Financial Consultant. 
(C) Timecards are electronically distributed through USNH (https://wise.unh.edu/), are filled out 

every two weeks and are typically due the Friday the pay period ends (USNH will communicate if 
timecards are due earlier due to University Holiday). 

(D) Timecards are approved by the SAF Financial Consultant. It is the responsibility of the 
organization’s Business Manager to bring any concerns to the SAF Financial Consultant if the 
hourly employee is falsifying their timecard. 

Section IV.4: Stipend Appeals 
 

https://wise.unh.edu/)


 
(A) The SAFC Executive Board shall have the ability to override the stipend decision of a SAFO.  

(i) The motion that is brought forward to the SAFC Executive Board shall be to override the decision of the 
SAFO in question. 

(ii) A majority vote of the SAFC Executive Board shall be required to overturn the decision of a SAFO.  
(iii) Any member of the SAFC Executive Board who has a conflict of interest is expected to recuse themselves. 

The remaining members of the SAFC Executive Board shall appoint a replacement.  

1) Should a professional staff member recuse themselves from the 
meeting, the remainder of the SAFC Executive Board shall appoint 
another professional staff member. 

2) Should a student member of the SAFC Executive Board recuse 
themselves from the meeting, the remainder of the SAFC Executive 
Board shall appoint another student. 

(iv) If the SAFC Chairperson recuses themselves, the remaining members of the SAFC Executive Board shall 
appoint a member of the SAFC Executive Board to run the appeal. 

(v) The intent to appeal must be given within two academic days (11:59 PM) after the notification to the 
party and shall be heard at the next SAFC Executive Board meeting.  

(vi) Both parties shall provide a written statement to the SAFC Executive Board before they present their 
arguments.  

(vii) Both parties shall present their arguments to the SAFC Executive Board. 

1) Members of the SAFC Executive Board may ask questions to both 
parties. 

2) At the approval of the SAFC Executive Board, both parties may interact 
during the hearing. 

(B) In the event that the SAFC Executive Board withheld a stipend, the appeal shall be brought to 
the Committee as a whole.  

(i) In cases where the SAFC Executive Board withholds a stipend, the Committee shall have the authority to 
override the decision of the SAFC Executive Board. 

1) The motion that is brought forward to the Committee shall be to 
override the decision in question of the SAFC Executive Board. 

2) A majority vote is required to overturn the decision of the SAFC 
Executive Board.  

3) Any member of the SAFC Executive Board is expected to recuse 
themselves during this debate period. 

4) Any member of the Committee who has a conflict of interest is 
expected to recuse themselves. 

5) The Student Senate Speaker, or designee, shall run this portion of the 
meeting. In the cases where the Student Senate is the organization 
from which the stipend was withheld, the remaining members of the 
Committee shall nominate a temporary Chairperson. 



 
6) Quorum for these meetings shall be seven (7) members of the SAFC. If 

seven (7) members of SAFC are unavailable due to absence or conflicts 
of interest, the meeting will be postponed until any seven (7) full-time 
undergraduate students are available to meet with the afflicted 
parties and make a decision. 

7) The intent to appeal must be given within two academic days (11:59 
PM) after the notification to the party and shall be heard at the next 
SAFC meeting.  

(ii) Both parties shall provide a written statement to SAFC before they present their arguments.  
(iii) Both parties shall present their arguments to SAFC. 

1) Members of SAFC may ask questions to both parties. 
2) At the approval of SAFC, both parties may interact during the hearing. 

(C) If a stipend appeal has gone to the SAFC Executive Board and to SAFC, the complainant may 
appeal to the Student Senate following the prescribed policies in Section XVII of these Standard 
Operating Procedures. 

 
 
Article V. Special Expenditures 
Section V.1: Travel 

(A) All travel plans must be approved through the SAF Office. 
(B) Out of state travel proposals made by non-SAF Organizations may not exceed a per-person 

subsidy of three-fourths the yearly student fee. 
(C) Travel monies paid to non-SAF organizations shall not exceed $50 per person for travel within 

the United States and $100 per person for travel outside the United States, for all trips while the 
fall and spring semesters are not in session.  

(D) All information for conferences (airline and/or hotel information) must be included in the 
requisition. Your SAF CFO or the SAF Financial Consultant (or designee) will assist you with 
making reservations. 

(E) USNH sets an official mileage reimbursement rate each year. Presently the maximum SAF 
reimbursement is $0.54 per mile. 

 
Section V.2: Meals 

(A) When treating a guest artist to meals, only two persons’ meals beyond the guest artist may 
receive reimbursement from the SAF. Other individuals may always attend, but will not receive 
reimbursement from the SAF. The SAF does not pay for alcoholic beverages, even for a guest 
artist.   

(B) Gratuities not to exceed 15%. The venue may need to be contacted in advance to arrange this. 
(C) No student meal entrée shall cost more than $20.  
(D) No organization shall spend more than $200 in a semester on food not directly associated with a 

given program open to and advertised for the entire student body. Any organization wishing to 
spend more than the allotted amount at any given time must propose it first to your SAF CFO 
and then to SAFC for approval.  
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	1) Should a professional staff member recuse themselves from the meeting, the remainder of the SAFC Executive Board shall appoint another professional staff member.
	2) Should a student member of the SAFC Executive Board recuse themselves from the meeting, the remainder of the SAFC Executive Board shall appoint another student.

	(iv) If the SAFC Chairperson recuses themselves, the remaining members of the SAFC Executive Board shall appoint a member of the SAFC Executive Board to run the appeal.
	(v) The intent to appeal must be given within two academic days (11:59 PM) after the notification to the party and shall be heard at the next SAFC Executive Board meeting.
	(vi) Both parties shall provide a written statement to the SAFC Executive Board before they present their arguments.
	(vii) Both parties shall present their arguments to the SAFC Executive Board.
	1) Members of the SAFC Executive Board may ask questions to both parties.
	2) At the approval of the SAFC Executive Board, both parties may interact during the hearing.


	(B) In the event that the SAFC Executive Board withheld a stipend, the appeal shall be brought to the Committee as a whole.
	(i) In cases where the SAFC Executive Board withholds a stipend, the Committee shall have the authority to override the decision of the SAFC Executive Board.
	1) The motion that is brought forward to the Committee shall be to override the decision in question of the SAFC Executive Board.
	2) A majority vote is required to overturn the decision of the SAFC Executive Board.
	3) Any member of the SAFC Executive Board is expected to recuse themselves during this debate period.
	4) Any member of the Committee who has a conflict of interest is expected to recuse themselves.
	5) The Student Senate Speaker, or designee, shall run this portion of the meeting. In the cases where the Student Senate is the organization from which the stipend was withheld, the remaining members of the Committee shall nominate a temporary Chairpe...
	6) Quorum for these meetings shall be seven (7) members of the SAFC. If seven (7) members of SAFC are unavailable due to absence or conflicts of interest, the meeting will be postponed until any seven (7) full-time undergraduate students are available...
	7) The intent to appeal must be given within two academic days (11:59 PM) after the notification to the party and shall be heard at the next SAFC meeting.

	(ii) Both parties shall provide a written statement to SAFC before they present their arguments.
	(iii) Both parties shall present their arguments to SAFC.
	1) Members of SAFC may ask questions to both parties.
	2) At the approval of SAFC, both parties may interact during the hearing.


	(C) If a stipend appeal has gone to the SAFC Executive Board and to SAFC, the complainant may appeal to the Student Senate following the prescribed policies in Section XVII of these Standard Operating Procedures.


	Article V. Special Expenditures
	Section V.1: Travel
	(A) All travel plans must be approved through the SAF Office.
	(B) Out of state travel proposals made by non-SAF Organizations may not exceed a per-person subsidy of three-fourths the yearly student fee.
	(C) Travel monies paid to non-SAF organizations shall not exceed $50 per person for travel within the United States and $100 per person for travel outside the United States, for all trips while the fall and spring semesters are not in session.
	(D) All information for conferences (airline and/or hotel information) must be included in the requisition. Your SAF CFO or the SAF Financial Consultant (or designee) will assist you with making reservations.
	(E) USNH sets an official mileage reimbursement rate each year. Presently the maximum SAF reimbursement is $0.54 per mile.

	Section V.2: Meals
	(A) When treating a guest artist to meals, only two persons’ meals beyond the guest artist may receive reimbursement from the SAF. Other individuals may always attend, but will not receive reimbursement from the SAF. The SAF does not pay for alcoholic...
	(B) Gratuities not to exceed 15%. The venue may need to be contacted in advance to arrange this.
	(C) No student meal entrée shall cost more than $20.
	(D) No organization shall spend more than $200 in a semester on food not directly associated with a given program open to and advertised for the entire student body. Any organization wishing to spend more than the allotted amount at any given time mus...




